ULLA WAR
cause of circumstances largely
nd their control, the mission
hers were unable to perform effi
.ly:
The Batista regime, intent upon
ing in power, was unwilling to
1 and equip military forces in a
>us manner for fear of being over
wn. Not until the spring of 1958
a change take place, and by then
as too late for anyone to profes
alize the Cuban armed forces and
rain an effective fighting force.
The members of the US military
;ion were forced to work in a poor
tary environment. They were unto assess the comparative capa
:y of the fighting of the two op
ng sides. The seriousness of the
ils, their effectiveness, and their
1ticism were unknown quantities.
until November and December
8 did even an obscure picture of
ossible Castro victory emerge in
highest levels of the US Govern1t.
1 US policy was inflexible. De
nined to adhere to the concept of
ining forces for hemisphere de-

fense when int.ernal threats were
emerging, the United States failed to
recognize that one dictator of great
danger to the United States could re
place one not so dangerous. Pressure
groups in the United States acted as
effective restraints to any attempts
to adopt a flexible and realistic US
policy to meet a war of liberation
which had Marxist overtones.
Since 1961 considerable emphasis
has been placed on countering so-called
wars of liberation by the military
forces of threatened countries. US
forces have been developed to assist
in meeting this threat. All of her or
ganizing talent, her military man
power, and her military doctrine will
be useless, however, unless the armed
forces of those developing countries
can attain military competence and
professionalism and avoid political
activities.
The US Armed Forces, at all times,
must recognize by their actions that
in assisting those countries, they are
slowly unsheathing a double-edged
sword which can be helpful as well
as harmful.
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HE main goal of Red China in
Latin America is to establish
ideological leadership over the revo
lutionary movements in that area. To
do this she must identify the revo
lutionary struggles of the Latin
American people with Chinese revoMilitarv RAvio"'
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lutionary tradition. Latin Americans
must also be persuaded that Chinese
revolutionary experience and strategy
are applicable to their situation. Lack
ing normal diplomatic channels and
copious economic resources, the Chi
nese have chosen to use an ideological
47

